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(54) Abstract Title

Verification of IC mask sets

(57) A method of making multi-layered integrated circuits comprises using a set of patterned masks and
photolithography to form separate functional circuits and at least one test circuit The test circuit includes a
plurality of test devices which correspond to a specific version of the set of patterned masks. The test devices
may be verification arrays with each array including a plurality of n parallel electrical paths VT1 - VT7 across n
structure layers. Each electrical path VTl - VT7 may have n elements poly - meta!3 connected in series which
may be actuated in response to a modification to one or more masks to form a particular version of the mask
set An electrical voltage signal V

iri may be applied at one end of all the arrays which results in a separate
output signal from each array- The output signals form the arrays identifies the version of the mask set
employed and may be used to check if a correct or an incorrect mask set has been used. Also disclosed is a
semiconductor wafer that includes at least one such test circuit either within a primary IC area or within a
corridor between lCs.
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VerificaUon ofICMask Sets

Cross-Reference to RelatedApplications

This application claims priority from copending, provisional application Serial

No. 60/167,132 filed on November 23, 1999,

5 Field ofthe Invention

This invention relates generally to integrated circuits (ICs) and, more particularly,

to verifying that the correct set of masks have been used in the fabrication ofan IC.

Background oftJte Invention

A typical IC is a multi-layered device that includes, for example, source/drain and

10 tub regions formed in a Si substrate (TRANSISTOR level) and a polysilicon layer used to

form part of a gate stack on the substrate (POLY level), A multiplicity of interconnect

layers (Le., metal layers (METAL levels) are separated by insulating layers with windows

or vias formed therein (WINDOW levels) to allow metal layers at different levels to be

connected to one another. In the fabrication ofeach ofthese levels of an IC, one or more

15 patterned quartz masks (referred to as a mask set) are used, in conjunction with standard

photolithography and etching techniques to transfer the patterns into the various layers of

the IC. Each quartz mask has a metalized pattern thereon that defines the structure to be

formed in the IC at the corresponding ™g«dr level.

Despite careful quality control procedures, from time to time an incorrect mask

20 set is used in the fabrication ofan IC. For example, ICs are prone to incorrect mask

selectionwhen multiple mask versions are generated from an original IC design, each

version involving changes to one or more ofthe POLY, WINDOW and/orMETAL mask

levels. Consequently, multiple versions ofan approved mask level (or mask set) may be

present at the wafer fabrication facility, thus complicating the manufacturing process. In

25 the models phase offabrication especially, this approach is error prone due to

vague/imprecise documentation ofthe mask changes required with each version change

or due to incorrect interpretation/identification by fabrication engineers ofthe correct set

ofmasks that correspond to each version. In contrast, design revisions requiring changes
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to mask levels prior to POLY (e_&, at the TRANSISTOR level) usually result in a

completely new mask set, thereby eliminating the ambiguity.

Using an incorrect mask in most cases results in a functional change in the IC that

in turn produces an extremely low (often zero) yield when the IC is tested while it is still

5 in wafer form (Le_, before the individual ICs are separated from one another). Resolving

zero yield at this level oftesting involves failure analysis time to first identify the nature

ofthe problem, and when it is mask-related to then provide the fabrication engineers with

the correction-

A more insidious problem occurs when the use of an incorrect mask does not

/0 significantly impact yield, and the use ofthat mask goes undetected through the lengthy

process from wafer fabrication, wafer and package testing, and device characterization, to

customer qualification. Ultimately the defective IC is shipped to the customer who

receives a device that does not meet the design intent and may fail either during customer

testing or end user application. This form ofthe problem is a major deficiency in the

IS fabrication process, adversely affects device quality and reliability, and is likely to

diminish customer confidence in the manufacturer.

In order to address this problem in the prior art, a version marker is added to all

POLY and METAL masks that are regenerated for each new mask version. The marker

provides a visual indication that a new POLY orMETAL mask was used in the

20 fabrication ofan IC. However, these version markers are vertically stacked, so that when

the wafer is viewed with a microscope, a logical OR function is produced that indicates

only that at least one mask was changed In order to insure that all of the correct version

masks were used, a detailed visual check ofthe completed IC is required, combined with

a comparison ofthe data base containing the correct mask requirements for each version

25 versus the masks printed. The cross-checking process is often time consuming and is still

open to interpretation (and hence error) as to which masks are required for each version.

Thus, a need remains in the art for a technique to readily and reliably identify that

a correct mask set has been used in the manufacture ofan IC,
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Summary oftlte Invention

In accordance with one aspect ofour invention, a method of fabricating, an IC

includes forming a test circuit in/on the wafer to electrically indicate that a correct mask

set was used during a revision ofthe IC design during the manufacturing process. The

5 readout ofthe circuit enables the manufacturer to immediately identify that an incorrect

mask set was used, thereby preventing any improperly fabricated devices from being

shipped to the customer. The test circuit may be located either in a primary device area

or in the corridors between the devices (ICs). In either case, the test circuit includes a

plurality oftest devices, each test device corresponding to a version ofthe mask set in

10 which at least one mast level modification has been made. In one embodiment the test

devices are verification arrays, each array including a multiplicity of?; electrical paths

electrically connected in parallel with one another and extending across /; ofthe N (n <

N) structural levels of the wafer/IC (eg-, the poly, window and metal levels). Each of the

paths includes n actualable, series-connected elements corresponding to the masks used

15 to form the n structural levels. After the modification ofany one ofthe masks in a

particular version ofa mask set, selected elements are actuated in the array to indicate a

correct mask version. Ifan incorrect mask set has been used, the test circuit provides one

output signal, whereas ifthe correct mask set was used, the test circuit provides a

different output signal.

20 In accordance with another aspect ofour invention, a semiconductor wafer

includes such a test circuit either within a primary IC area or within a corridor between

ICs, and in accordance with yet another aspect of our invention an individual IC includes

both a functional circuit and such a test circuit

BriefDescription ofthe Drawing

25 Our invention, together with its various features and advantages, can be readily

understood from the following more detailed description taken in conjunction with the

accompanying drawing, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic, top view of a wafer showing the alternative location of test

circuits in accordance with one embodiment of our invention;
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FIG. 2 is a. block diagram ofa test circuit for use in the arrangement FIG. 1

including a parallel arrangement of Verification Arrays (VARRAYs);

FIG. 3A is a schematic, block diagram of a VARRAY showing the parallel

connection ofa multiplicity of Verification Traces (VTs) in accordance with one

5 . embodiment of our invention;

FIG. 3B is a schematic diagram showing how an illustrative VT ofFIG. 3A
extends across n = 7 of the structural levels ofthe wafer/IC;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram ofa test circuit in accordance with an illustrative

embodiment ofour invention showing the VT connectivity ofVERSION 2 for

10 VARRAY2 and VARRAY3 following the illustrative VT connections given in FIG. 5.

The VTs depict changes in the POLY,- Wl and METAL 1 masks;

FIG. 5 is a table showing illustrative VT connections for the POLY, WINDOW
AND METAL mask changes for the VARRAYs ofFIG. 4; and

FIG. 6 is a block diagram ofa test circuit in accordance with an illustrative

15 embodiment ofour invention showing the VT connectivity ofVERSION 3 for new

POLY, W3 and METAL3 masks. This version is built upon VARRAYi for which

POLY, WI and METAL1 masks were modified.

In the interest of clarity and simplicity, the figures have not been drawn to scale.

Detailed Description ofike Invention

20 With reference to FIG. 1, a semiconductor wafer 10 comprises a multiplicity of

integrated circuits (ICs) 12 separated from one another by corridors 16. Each IC includes

a primary device or functional circuit 12p and, in accordance with one embodiment of

our invention, a test circuit 12l The latter provides an electrical indication that the

correct mask set (or incorrect mask set) was used in the fabrication ofthe wafer.

25 Alternatively, the test circuit may be located in the corridors 16, as shown by the circuit

blocks designated 16t, a design that is particularly attractive when area within the primary

device is at a premium.

In either case, the functional and test circuits include a multiplicity ofN stacked

strung! levels, as is well known in the IC art; for example, a TRANSISTOR level at

30 which source/drain regions, tub regions, etc. are formed, a POLY level at which a portion
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ofthe gate stack is formed, and a multiplicitym <N interconnect levels; i.e., WINDOW
and METAL levels at which interconnects are formed between devices on the same level

and/or on different levels. These structural levels are formed by using a set ofpatterned

masks (e.g., quartz masks with patterned metal thereon) and standard photolithography

5 and etching techniques to define the TRANSISTOR level in the substrate and to shape

deposited polysilicon, insulating and metal layers in the POLY, WINDOW and METAL
levels. As described later, our invention may be used to verify the masks for a subset n of

the N structural levels, where n £ N; e.g., it is notuncommon that the masks used to

fabricate the TRANSISTOR level are not tested, and that only the masks ofthe POLY,

10 WINDOW AND METAL levels are tested. In the latter case

n = 1 + 2m.

From time to time during the design and fabrication processes the mask set may

be modified by the circuit designer; that is, one or more masks ofVERSION 1 may be

altered to form a VERSION 2 mask set. At some later time, one or more masks of

15 VERSION 2 may be changed to yield a VERSION 3 mask set, and so on. In order to

ensure that the correct mask set is used in the fabrication ofthe ICs, the test circuits 12t

or 16t are incorporated into the wafer in accordance with our invention. Thus verification

may occur at the wafer level using either test circuits 12t or lot, or it may occur at the

device level (Le., after the wafer is diced into separate devices) using test circuits 12t

20 In either case, the test circuit I2t or 16t comprises a plurality oftest devices, each

test device corresponding to aversion of a mask set in which at least one modification of

the mask set has been made. In one embodiment of our invention, as shown in FIG. 2, R
test devices 20, 30,...RO are provided to accommodate a maximum ofR revisions or

versions ofthe IC mask set The inputs to the test devices are coupled to a common input

25 signal (Vb) pad 40 and to a common reference potential (e.g., Ve or ground) pad 42,

whereas the outputs ofthe test devices are coupled to separate output voltage (V2>V3 -VR
)pads22,32,...R2. By definition the first version ofthe IC, VERSION 1, corresponds to

the original design ofthe IC before any subsequent modifications to the mask set have

been made. VERSION 2, therefore, corresponds to the VERSION 1 mask set in which at

30 least one mask ofVERSION 1 has been replaced by a different mask, and so on. By
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altering the test device on a mask set, the final product can be tested to determine ifthe

correct mask set for the IC was used during its manufacture. This determination can be

made at the wafer level using, for example, test circuits such as I6t (FIG. ]) or at the

device level using test circuits such as 12t (FIG, I).

5 In an illustrative embodiment ofour invention, each test device is a verification

array VARRAYfs where 2 £ t £ R. As shown in FIG. 3A, each VARRAY comprises a

multiplicity of

n electrical paths, referred to as Verification Traces (VTi , i = 1,. . .n), electrically

connected in parallel with one another; Le.
7 the input ends ofthe VT$ are shorted by

JO conductor 42 and the output ends by conductor 44. As shown in FIG. 3B, each VT

extends across of the N structural levels of the ICAvafer. For purposes of illustration

only, FIG. 3A shows the case for

n = 7 (out ofN = 8) structural levels corresponding to one POLY level and ra = 3

interconnect levels each including aWINDOW level (Wk , k - Iv ..,m) and a METALk

IS level (k = 1,, „,m)_ (In this embodiment, the TRANSISTOR level has not been included

in «.) Larger and smaller values ofn are within the scope ofthe invention. In any case,

each ofthe parallel paths 51-57 includes n actuatable, series-connected elements

corresponding to the masks used to form the n structural levels. The actuatable elements

may be either active or passive devices. In a preferred embodiment the elements are

20 passive links, and within each VT each link is located on a different structural level.

Here, a link is defined as a physical and electrical connection between two adjacent levels

that allows current to flow from one structural level to an adjacent structural level For

example, in FIG, 3A each VT comprises a polysilicon runner link (labeledpoly in column

CO and one window or via link (also known as a plug and labeled Wk) and one metal -

25 , runner link (labeled METALk) in columns Cz to C7, where k = l,...nx The pad 40 is

connected to all seven ofthe VTs 51-57 at one end ofthe paths (Le., at the highest metal

level; METAL3 in this case), and the other ends ofthe paths (Le., at the POLY level in

this case) are shorted by the conductor 44, as discussed earlier. The POLY level is

^coupled to pulWown resistor (not shown) at the input ofan inverter 24. The output of
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the inverter 24 is coupled to theV2 pad_ The other VARRAYs are configured in a similar

fashion.

In this illustration, the state ofa particular element (link) is initially a closed

circuit and is changed (i.e., actuated) by creating an open circuit at the location of that

5 element in the corresponding VT. For example, in a given VT an open circuit can be

formed between the POLY and METAL 1 levels by omitting (or removing) any one ofthe

POLY (column d), Wl (column QO orMETAL 1 (column C3) links ofthat VT.

In operation, a VAKRAYr (2 <r£R) functions as follows. A test circuit 12t or

1 6t may be operated, for example, at the time a wafer undergoes other, standard IC tests

JO (e.g., capacitance-voltage and/or current-voltage tests). Under such circumstances a high

voltage (determined by the technology of the IC) is applied to the W-m pad 40. An

indication that a wrong mask sei has been used occurs if at least one VT in VARRAYr

has a closed circuit between the input and output shorts Cm FIG. 3A, shorts 42 and 44,

respectively); that is, in at least one VT all ofthe elements are closed (e.g.7 all links are

15 present) and hence capable ofcarrying current from the input to the output ofthe array.

(In the illustration ofFIG. 2\ all ofthe elements means the POLY, Wl, METAL1, W2,

METAL2, W3 and METAL3 elements.) When this condition is satisfied, then a low

voltage or logic 0 will be observed at theVr output pad. In contrast, an indication that a

correctmask set has been used occurs ifnone ofthe VTs in VARRAYX forms a closed

20 circuit between the input and output ofthe array; that is, at least one element is an open

circuit in each VT (e.g_, at least one link is absent in each VT. Then the pull down

resistor will cause a low voltage at the input ofthe inverter 24, thereby causing a high

voltage or logic 1 to be observed at theVr output pad.

This logic can be applied to the various versions ofa mask set depending on the -

25 particular version in question. At the time that the first masks (VERSION 1) ofan IC are

made, all ofthe elements are closed (e.g^ all links are present) for every VT in every

VARRAY. When a VERSION 1wafer is tested, ail ofthe output pads will be at a low

voltage or logic 0. When the mask set ofan IC is modified for the y* time (VERSIONy,

where 2 < y < R), the VARRAY logic is as follows: (1) For VARRAYq (ie., older

30 versions, q < y), the state of all ofthe elements is identical to that ofthe previous version;
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(2) For VARRAY<, (q = y), the state of selected elements is changed (e.g, selected licks

are removed to form open circuits in FIG. 3A) to provide the proper mask indication; and

(3) For VARRAYq.(Le., future versions, q > y), the state of all elements remains the same

and unchanged (e.g., all links are present and form closed circuits, as in FIG. 3A).

5 In general, changes in the states ofthe dements ofVARRAYy can be made only

in those mask levels (VTs) that are being changed in the y
th

version. The changes are

made in such a way that when an IC is made using the correct mask set, at least one

element ofeach VT will be an open circuit and a high voltage will appear at theVy output

pad.

W The following table shows the expected values ofeach output pad for a particular

mask set version for the illustrative embodiment ofFIG. 2, where R = 5.

Mask Set v2 Pad V3 Pad V4 Pad Vs Pad

Version # Logic Logic Logic Logic

I 0 0 0 0

2 •1 0 0 0

3 1 1 0 0

4 1 1 1 0

5 I

•

1 1 I

The logic algorithm used to determine the state ofthe elements ofeach VT (Le.
3
-

the VT connectivity ofFIG. 3A) is given in standard software program format by:

For n = 1 until n = (1 + 2m)

15 For j ~ 1 until j - (1 + 2m)

ifj = n,then VTAQ = NOT (L$) (1)

ifj^n, VTnCj - NOT [L, AND NOT(L„)] (2)
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where 1 < j £ (1 + 2m) andy refers to the links in the VT rows, and where 1 <n <(I +

2m) and n refers to links in the VT columns. Lj = I designates that a mask is to be

changed in the j* structural level, and conversely Lj = 0 means that a mask in thej* level

is not changed. Thus, j -1, designates the POLY link, j = 2 designates the Wl link, j = 3

5 designates theMETAL 1 link, and so on), and Cj designates the group of links at each

Structural level (Le_, Ci designates the group ofPOLY links, C2 designates the group of

Wl links, C3 designates the group ofMETALl links, and so on). This algorithm is

typically programmed into a computer and used in conjunction with the circuit designers

mask revision instructions (e.g., FIG. 5) to determine the VT connectivity,

10 Illustration

An illustration ofthe application of the algorithm is shown in FIGs. 4-6. This

illustration assumes that (1) the IC structural levels include one POLY and six

WINDOW-METAL levels, (2) mask changes will be made only in these seven levels

(i.e., not in the TRANSISTOR level), and (3) VERSION 2 mask changes involve

15 changes in only the POLY, Wl and METALl levels; Le., in VARRAY2, in POLY
column Ci, five ofthe seven POLY links have been opened as shown by the blank spaces

in the positions corresponding to VT7 to VT^ and VTi; in VARRAY2, in Wl column C2,

open links are shown at VT7 to VT4, and VT2; and in VARRAY2s in METALl column

C3> open links are shown at VT7 to VT3. FIG. 5 shows these mask changes and the

20 corresponding state ofthe links ofVARRAY2> where logic 1 indicates that a mask is to

be changed and that a link is present (capable of conducting current between links

adjacent thereto and, ultimately, if all links in the VT are present, capable ofconducting

current from the Vb input pad to theV2 output pad), and logic 0 indicates that a link is

absent (incapable ofconducting current between links that would have been adjacent
-

25 thereto, and, ifany link is open in the VT, then no current flows in that VT from the Vm
input pad to the Vi output pad)

.

The application oflogic equation (1) is illustrated by taking the case of n * j = 2,

which identifies the window level Wl at the intersection ofVT2 and C2 in VAJRRAY* of

FIG. 4. Then FIG. 5 shows that the circuit designer has designated a mask change for

30 this element by setting
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La = 1. Therefore, equation (1) gives VT2C2 = NOT(l) = 0; Le_, the window Wl link at

this location should be absent as shown in FIG. 4_ On the other hand, the application of

logic equation (2) is illustrated by taking the case ofn = 2, j = 3, which identifies the

metal level METAL 1 at the intersection ofVT2 and C3 in VARRAY2 ofFIG. 4. As

S above, FIG. 5 shows that the circuit designer has designated a mask change for this

element by setting 12 - 1 and L3 - 1. Therefore, equation (2) gives VT2C3 - NOT[l

AND NOT(l)] - 1; i.e. 5 METAL 1 at this location should be present (a closed circuit) as

shown in FIG. 4.

In operation, if an old mask set, which would have all links present, were

JO inadvertently used in the manufacturing process of this IC, a low voltage would appear at

the V2 output pad because the old ver$ion(s) mask would make an electrical connection

between the VJn pad and the inverter input through at least one VT ofVAREAY2. On the

other hand, since VARRAY3 corresponds to a future mask set revision, all links in the

VTs ofVAKRAY3 are closed.

IS To better understand this operation, consider VARRAY2 of FIG. 4, which

indicates that three masks have been changed: the POLY, Wl and METAL 1 masks.

More specifically, these changes are indicated by the missing links in VT7 to VT4 and

VTi of column Cu the missing links in VT7 to VT4 and VT2 ofcolumn Ci, and the

missing links in VT7 to VT3 ofcolumn C3. Ifany one ofthe original version ofthese

20 three changed masks were inadvertently used in the manufacture ofthe IC, then a closed

electrical connection (e.g„ a short circuit) would exist between conductors 42 and 44.

For example, ifthe original METALl mask were inadvertently used, then in column C3

all links would be present and a short would exist across VT3, thereby providing an

indication at the Vi pad that a. wrongmask had been used. However, the indication

25 would not identify theparticular wrong mask that had been used. That determination

would be made by other, well-known procedures (e.g., by viewing the links under a

microscope). In summary, therefore, this embodiment ofour invention provides a go/no-

go indication for a particular masks set

From FIGs. 4 & 5 two features are apparent First, when a VT mask level is to be
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changed (Le., as indicated by a logic 1 appearing in FIG. 5 under the headingMASK
Change), all links are closed except for the corresponding masks ofthe VT element; e.g.,

L2 - 1 means that WI is to be changed, so all links are present in VT2 except for the one

in column C2 . In this embodiment, this feature is the key to determining that a incorrect

5 mask set was used. If at least one old mask had been used, at least one VT in the

VARRAY will have all of its links present, thereby providing a high voltage (logic 1) at

the input to the inverter. Hence a low voltage (logic 0) would appear on that VPs output

pad. Second, when a VT mask level for a particular version is not changed, as indicated

by a logic 0 appearing in FIG. 5 under the headingMASK Change^ then a new mask is

10 not generated and the corresponding VT links remain present (closed). For example, in

FIGs. 4 & 5 L4, L5, L6 and L7 are all equal to logic zero. Therefore, the W2, METAL2,

W3 and METALS masks do not change, which, in turn, means that in all VTs the links in

columns Ca to C7 are present (remain closed). On the other hand, all VT links

corresponding to masks that are to be changed, as indicated by logic 1 in FIG. 5, would

IS be absent (open). For example, LI, L2 and L3 are all equal to logic I, Therefore, in VT7>

for example, the links in columns CT , C2 andQ would be absent (open).

In a similar fashion, FIG. 6 shows the case where VERSION 3 mask set changes

are recorded in VARRAY3, although the corresponding instructions (as in FIG. 5) are not

shown- FIG. 6 illustrates changes in the POLY, WINDOWS AND METAL? masks.

20 It is to be understood that the above-described arrangements are merely

illustrative ofthe many possible specific embodiments which can be devised to represent

application ofthe principles ofthe invention. Numerous and varied other arrangements

can be devised in accordance with these principles by those skilled in the art without

departing from the spirit and scope ofthe invention. In particular, the various structural -

25 levels ofar^p and test circuit may be formed on an elemental wafer substrate such as Si

or on a compound wafer substrate such as GaAs or InP.
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Claims:

1
.
A method of fabricating a multiplicity ofintegrated circuits (ICs) on a

semiconductor

wafer, each IC having a multipiicity N ofstacked structural levels, said method

5 comprising the steps of:

using a set of patterned masks together with photolithographic etching techniques

to form each of said structural levels in/on said wafer for each ofsaid ICs, said ICs being

separated from one another by corridors, said structural levels forming a functional

circuit and at least one test circuit in/on said wafer, characterized by

10 forming said test circuit to include a plurality of test devices, each test device

corresponding to a version of said mask set in which at least one modification to said

mask set may have been made.

2, The invention of claim 1 further including

forming said test circuit as a plurality ofverification arrays, each array

15 corresponding to

a version of said mask set in which at least one modification to said mask set may have

been made,

forming each of said arrays to include a multiplicity ofn <N electrical paths

connected in parallel with one another and extending across n of said structural levels,

20 each of said paths including n actuatable, series-connected elements corresponding to

said masks used to fbrmw ofsaid structural levels, and

after the modification ofany one ofsaid masks in a particular version of said

mask set, actuating selected ones ofsaid elements in the array corresponding to the

modified masks ofsaid version.

25 3 The invention ofclaim 1 wherein said at least one test circuit is formed in

each of said

ICs.

4. The invention ofclaim 1 wherein said at least one test circuit is formed in at

least one

30 of the corridors between said ICs.
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5. The invention of claim 1 wherein said structural levels are formed to include a

polysiiicon level and a multiplicity m ofwindow levels alternating with a multiplicitym

ofmetal levels, where n - (1 + 2m).

6. The invention ofclaim 1 wherein said actuatafale elements are formed as a

5 series of connected links that can be selectively removedto indicate mask changes at a

particular structural level

7. The invention ofclaim 6 wherein said elements are formed so thai at least one

of said

elements is located at each of said n structural levels.

JO 8. The invention ofclaim 1 wherein within each array one end ofeach of said

paths is coupled to an input voltage pad and the other end of each of said paths is coupled

to an output signal pad, and wherein each of said arrays has a common input signal pad

and separate output signal pads.

9. A semiconductor wafer comprising

IS a multiplicity ofintegrated circuits (ICs) formed in/on said wafer, each of said ICs

including a multiplicity ofstacked structural levels that are formed using a set ofmasks

together with photolithographic etching techniques, said ICs being separated from one

another by corridors, said structural levels forming in/on said wafer a multiplicity of

functional circuits and at least one test circuit, characterized in that

20 said at least one test circuit includes a plurality oftest devices, each test device

corresponding to a version ofsaid mask set in which at least one modification to said

mask set may have been made,

1 0. The invention of claim 9 wherein

each ofsaid test devices comprises a verification array,

25 each ofsaid arrays includes a multiplicity ofn <N electrical paths connected in

parallel with one another and extending across n ofsaid structural levels, each of said

paths including n actuatable, series-connected elements corresponding to said masks used .

to form n of said structural levels, and
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selected ones of said elements in the array being actuated, each actuated element

corresponding to a mask that was modified in a version of said mask set corresponding to

said array.

1 1 The invention of claim 9 wherein at least one of said test circuits is located

5 within

each of said ICs.

12. The invention of claim 9 wherein said at least one test circuit is located

within at least

one of said corridors.

10 13. The invention of claim 9 wherein said structural levels include a polysilicon

level and

a multiplicity m ofwindow levels alternating with a multiplicity m of metal levels, where

n-(l+24
14. The invention ofclaim 10 wherein said actuatable elements are formed as a

15 series of

connected links that are selectively removed to indicate mask changes at a particular

structural level.

15. The invention of claim 14 wherein at least one of said elements is located at

each of

20 said n structural levels.

16. The invention ofclaim 10 further including an input voltage pad and a

multiplicity of

output signal pads, and wherein within each array one end of each of said paths is

coupled to said input voltage pad and the other end ofeach of said paths is coupled to one

25 of said output signal pads, and wherein each ofsaid arrays has said input signal pad in

common and has separate output signal pads.

17. An integrated circuit comprising

a multiplicity of stacked structural levels that are formed using a set ofmasks

together with phololithographic etching techniques,
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said structural levels fonuing within said IC a functional circuit and at least one

test circuit, characterized in that

said at least one test circuit includes a plurality oftest devices, each test device

corresponding to a version of said mask set in which at least one modification to said

5 mask set may have been made.

18, The invention ofclaim 17 wherein

each ofsaid test devices comprises a verification array,

each ofsaid arrays includes a multiplicity ofn <N electrical paths connected in

parallel with one another and extending across n of said structural levels, each ofsaid

10 paths including n actuatable, series-connected elements corresponding to said masks used

to form n ofsaid structural levels, and

selected ones of said elements in the array being actuated, each actuated element

corresponding to a mask that was modified in a version of said mask set corresponding to

said array.

IS 19 * Tne invention ofclaim 17 wherein said structural levels include a polysilicon

level

and a multiplicity m ofwindow levels alternating with a multiplicity m of metal levels,

where

n = (I+2m).

20 20. The invention ofclaim 18 wherein said actuatable elements are formed as a

series of

connected links that are selectively removed to indicate mask changes at a particular

structural level.

21. The invention ofclaim 18 wherein at least one of said elements is located at-

25 each of

said 77 structural levels.

22. The invention ofclaim i 8 further including an input voltage pad and a

multiplicity of

output signal pads, and wherein within each array one end ofeach of said paths is

30 coupled to said input voltage pad and the other end ofeach ofsaid paths is coupled to one
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of said output signal pads, and wherein each of said arrays has said input signal pad in

common and has separate output signal pads.
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